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Abstract
IPTV is now offered by several operators in Europe, US and Asia using broadcast
video over private IP networks that are isolated from Internet. IPTV services rely on
transmission of live (real-time) video and/or stored video. Video on Demand (VoD)
and Time-shifted TV are implemented by IP unicast and Broadcast TV (BTV) and
Near video on demand are implemented by IP multicast. IPTV services require QoS
guarantees and can tolerate no more than 10-6 packet loss probability, 200 ms delay,
and 50 ms jitter. Low delay is essential for satisfactory trick mode performance
(pause, resume,fast forward) for VoD, and fast channel change time for BTV. Internet
Traffic Engineering (TE) is defined in RFC 3272 and involves both capacity
management and traffic management. Capacity management includes capacity
planning, routing control, and resource management. Traffic management includes (1)
nodal traffic control functions such as traffic conditioning, queue management,
scheduling, and (2) other functions that regulate traffic flow through the network or
that arbitrate access to network resources.

An IPTV network architecture includes multiple networks (core network, metro
network, access network and home network) that connects devices (super head-end,
video hub office, video serving office, home gateway, set-top box). Each IP router in
the core and metro networks implements some queueing and packet scheduling
mechanism at the output link controller. Popular schedulers in IP networks include
Priority Queueing (PQ), Class-Based Weighted Fair Queueing (CBWFQ), and Low
Latency Queueing (LLQ) which combines PQ and CBWFQ.

The thesis analyzes several Packet Scheduling algorithms that can optimize the tradeoff between system capacity and end user performance for the traffic classes. Before
in the simulator FIFO,PQ,GPS queueing methods were implemented inside. This
thesis aims to implement the LLQ scheduler inside the simulator and to evaluate the
performance of these packet schedulers. The simulator is provided by Ernst
Nordström and Simulator was built in Visual C++ 2008 environmentand tested and
analyzed in MatLab 7.0 under windows VISTA.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Thesis Environment
This thesis is basically about research work on Traffic Engineering in IPTV networks,
particularly deals with the queueing method of IPTV networks offered traffic from
VBR video sources which we call Low Latency Queueing (LLQ).. Simulator was
built in Visual C++ 2008 environment and tested and analyzed in MatLab 7.0 under
windows VISTA. This is a master thesis work done in particular fulfilment of the
course – International Master of Science in Computer Engineering, Högskolan
Dalarna (Dalarna University), Sweden.
Sweden. The project is developed and implemented at
the university province and is supported by Department of Culture, Media and
Computer Science, Dalarna University, Sweden

1.2 Background
Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) is a technology by which it provides digital
television services over the Internet Protocol for residential and business users at a
lower cost. It is an acronym for Internet protocol TV. It essentially is a technology
that delivers video or TV broadcast over the Internet instead of receiving
receiving television or
video over the broadcast waves, cable lines or through a satellite TV service. This
technology provides the services include commercial grade multicasting TV, Video
on demand, triple play, and voice over IP and web or email access.

The investigation of the evolution of the networks toward IP capability, particularly in
regard to ensuring continuity of priority traffic during emergencies is a current
research interest. When IP networks become overloaded, packets get dropped and
other quality of service (QoS) measures, such as packet latency and jitter, are
significantly degraded. At some point, the QoS for voice and video packets becomes
poor enough that their communication is lost. That is where Low Latency Queueing
(LLQ) comes in. It is an Internet Protocol (IP) router discipline that is being used to
ensure that performance sensitive high priority traffic, such as voice and video,
receive their high level of performance, while allowing less performance sensitive
traffic, such as e-mail
il or best-effort
best effort IP, to receive some portion of the bandwidth.
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Packet traffic can simply be handled on a First Come First Served (FCFS) basis. With
a high enough bandwidth and under normal traffic conditions, this can be sufficient.
In priority queueing (PQ),
PQ), higher priority real-time
real time traffic (e.g., VoIP traffic) is
transmitted before lower priority traffic (e.g., data traffic), with separate buffers for
each class of traffic. Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) allocates the bandwidth fairly to
network data traffic
fic using weights to determine the amount of bandwidth allowed for
different flows of traffic. Apart from these, LLQ is been tried nowadays for its
smarter activity over the others.

Class-Based
Based Weighted Fair Queueing (CBWFQ) extends weighted fair queueing to
multiple user-defined
defined traffic classes, rather than individual flows of traffic. Under
CBWFQ, a certain portion of the bandwidth is set aside for each of the classes; when
one class of traffic is not utilizing its bandwidth, the other class is allowed to
t overflow
and use the bandwidth. Low Latency Queueing (LLQ) combines PQ and CBWFQ and
is being used frequently on the Internet with these multiple classes. The term Low
Latency Queueing or LLQ is widely accepted and used within the IP community. It is
apparent
arent that there are many options available; modeling is essential to determine
which QoS mechanism is most appropriate in advance, rather than using a trial and
error approach on a real network. Under the assumption of Poisson packet arrivals,
analytic queueing
eueing results are available for FCFS and PQ, but not for CBWFQ or LLQ.
In practice, there would likely be several classes of data traffic in CBWFQ. LLQ
combines CBWFQ with PQ, and typically voice traffic is assigned to the higher
priority queue than the data
ata classes which use CBWFQ. In the future, there may be
greater than one class of EF traffic. The CBWFQ traffic is normally referred to as
Assured Forwarding (AF) and Best Effort (BE) traffic. In addition to bandwidth
guarantee, the latency of packets is required to be low and stable for some particular
real-time applications.
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1.3 Objectives
This project deals with traffic engineering (TE) in IPTV networks for the VOD
service. The choice of traffic control mechanism (preventive control or reactive
control) is crucial for the operation of TE. Traffic management includes nodal traffic
control functions such as traffic conditioning, queue management, scheduling, and
other functions that regulate traffic flow through the network or that arbitrate
arbitra access to
network resources.

Adequate bandwidth allocations and strict delay requirements are required for real
time flows, such as streaming audio and video data. Most of commonly known packet
scheduling algorithms like Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) and
and Start-Time
Start
Fair
Queueing (SFQ) were mainly designed to ensure the bandwidth reservation function.
They only guarantee the queueing delay under a certain threshold. It may cause
unsteady packet latencies and introduces extra handling overheads for streaming
streami
applications. A few packet scheduling algorithms were proposed in recent years to
address this problem like Low Latency Queueing (LLQ).

The scheduling algorithm at the switching nodes plays a critical role in controlling the
interactions among different
different traffic streams and different link sharing classes. The
scheduling algorithms for integrated services networks must provide: (1) end-to-end
end
delay guarantees (to a leaky bucket constrained session); and (2) instantaneous fair
allocation of bandwidth among
among all backlogged sessions. In addition, they must be
computationally efficient. Several packet scheduling algorithms have been proposed,
which approximate the above properties. These algorithms approximate the packet
approximation of General Processor Sharing
Sharing (GPS) algorithm, which meets the first
two properties (mentioned above) for integrated services networks. Low Latency
Queueing (LLQ) scheduling algorithm is one such algorithm that approximates these
properties. a packet scheduling algorithm LLQ is proposed to ensure low latency and
efficient packet scheduling for streaming applications via monitoring the behavior of
queues and traffics and analyzing QoS comparing with the performance of the other
queueing methods and finally obtain the accuracy by comparing the simulation
performance with another analytical simulator.
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1.4 Limitations
There are some
ome limitations in this thesis work which are mentioned below:
 Four types of packet schedulers (FIFO, SP,
SP GPS, LLQ)
LLQ scheme are
considered in this simulation.
simulation In future, more or other schedulers can be
introduced and evaluated.
 Data transition for descrete and continuous asynchronous time division
multiplexing is not done in this network
 Two traffic classes are considered in this simulator which could be more in
reality

1.5 Work Method
To achieve the thesis aims the study has been made in the following steps

 Literature review
 problem defination
 designing the solution
 program development
 Simulation and evaluation of results
 Documentation and Conclusion

1.6 Disposition
The report consist of 9 chapters. Chapter 2 describes the problem formulation.
formulation
Chapter 3 is about the general idea about IPTV, its architecture , model and
advantages of IPTV and other general issues related to IPTV.
IPTV Chapter
hapter 4 is about
traffic control, and QoS mechanism. Chapter 5 describes the topics related to VBR
video traffic, mainly the MPEG encoding system, layered video
eo traffic modelling and
the traffic characteristics and
a in chapter 6 is about the different Packet
et scheduling
scheduli in
IP routers. Chapter 7 describes QoS evaluation by simulation and about the
approximate LLQ model.. In chapter 8, the numerical results are compared for the
considered packet schedulers and chapter 9 includes conclusion and future work of
this report.
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2. Problem formulation
2.1 Problem Statement
The link sharing specifies the desired policy in terms of the division of bandwidth for
a particular link in times of congestion.
co
For example in figure 2.1.1,, below, the link is
shared by a number of real-time
real
and non real-time traffic.

Link

Audio
20%

video
50
50%

telnet
10%

ftp
20%

mail
0%
%

Figure 2.1.1:: Link Sharing Allocation

The link sharing goals can be summarized as follows:

 Each traffic/class should receive roughly its allocated link sharing bandwidth
over appropriate time intervals (during congestion).
 The excess bandwidth (when some traffic/class is not using its allocated
bandwidth) should be distributed in some way (e.g. scheduling
scheduling mechanism)
among active traffic.

Some applications are delay-sensitive
delay sensitive and require performance guarantees for the
transmitted data. They require an assurance on the maximum end-to
end to-end delay to
maintain their interactive nature. The set of performance
performance guarantees that integrated
services network can provide to its applications is generally referred to as Quality of
Service (QoS). QoS may include guarantees on the throughput, the network delays,
the delay jitter, error rate, and other characteristics of
of the network. In this paper, the
focus is on packet delay requirements at packet level. One of the most important
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issues in providing QoS is the use of packet service discipline. The packet service
disciplines or the scheduling algorithms at switch nodes play a critical role in
controlling the interactions among different traffic streams and different service
classes; without proper control, these interactions may adversely affect the network
performance experienced by clients.

PQ
packets out
packets in
WFQ

Figure 2.1.2: LLQ (Low Latency Queueing) Logic

PQ guarantees strict priority in that it ensures that one type of traffic will be sent,
possibly at the expense of all other traffic. For PQ, a low priority queue can be
detrimentally affected, and, in the worst case, never allowed to send its packets if a
limited amount of bandwidth is available or if the transmission rate of critical traffic is
high. In the event of outgoing data queuing, due to insufficient
insufficient bandwidth, all other
queues are halted to send the packets from the high priority queue the instant they
arrive. This ensures that these prioritised packets (usually real-time
real time traffic) are
forwarded with the least delay and smallest probability to
to be cast away because of
queue buffer overruns. As a result, PQ provides delay guarantee for high priority
queue packets and not for other queues.

The difference between PQ in LLQ and legacy PQ is that in LLQ,
LLQ PQ cannot have as
many classes as in legacy PQ, as this will deteriorate the QoS of traffic intended for
PQ. In other words, the number of traffic classes for PQ in LLQ is limited to fewer
traffic classes (in most cases to one or two classes). If there is more than one class for
PQ in LLQ, each classs will be serviced exhaustively before one would begin to be
serviced (this scheduling is similar to legacy PQ). The second difference is that PQ in
LLQ is policed so that traffic in the high priority queue cannot starve out the other
classes of traffic.
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PQ1
PQ2
WFQ1
WFQ2
WFQ3

Figure 2.1.3: LLQ (Low Latency Queueing)
Figure 2.1.3 presents the configuration of LLQ. LLQ is composed of PQ and
CBWFQ modules. The traffic that is critical and needs to be served is typically asas
signed to the PQ module. Within that module, service is rendered on a priority basis
by the assigned priority of
of each traffic class. Service is given to the highest traffic
class that is present, and there is no service interruption. Under CBWFQ, the
bandwidth is shared in accordance to the weights assigned to the CBWFQ traffic
classes. These weights are designed to
to ensure the traffic class gets a certain portion of
the available bandwidth. The CBWFQ traffic is never selected for service when there
is PQ traffic waiting to be served. Here
H
the performance of four types of packet
schedulers (FIFO, strict priority,
priority LLQ, GPS) will be evaluated by simulation and
validated against an analytical model.
model The evaluation should be done in terms of the
mean waiting time,, packet
packe loss probability and buffer overflow probability. The
admissible region is a region in the state space (N1, N2) that contains states that gives
acceptable Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of mean waiting time and/or buffer
overflow probability.

2.2 Questions for investigation
In this thesis the following set of questions are investigated:

 Efficiency of each scheduler
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 The analytical model accuricy for FIFO,
FIFO SP, LLQ and GPS
 Evaluate data loss probability, overflow probability and mean waiting time in
scheduled queue system

3. IPTV System
3.1 IPTV services
IPTV service offers television package and service over Internet protocol. The IPTV
providers offer this type of service. There are some companies that offer a wide range
of IPTV channel for a chosen cost. This IPTV packages offered are comparable to
cable and satellite TV services and work over a closed Internet network. This IPTV
service is struggling for years against the normal paypay TV providers. Already it gets
its demand from public and the subscribers are satisfied with this service. In the year
of 2006
006 there were 3.3 million subscribers to IPTV services in Western Europe only
and it will be 16.7 million and the revenue will be 336 euro at the end of 2010. In the
field of competition from pay TV and free-to-air
free air terrestrial TV providers, carriers will
resort to low-priced
priced service. And there is a future background about this. Because
IPTV is not a single service, it is new idea and have distribution platform over which
many services can be offered in the long run. Doing investment in a proper way in this
field is like to seeding the ground for the future.

3.1.1 Video on demand
Video on demand (VOD) service represents a new opportunity to monetize existing
infrastructure, currently used for voice, data or broadcast services. Delivery of
television, movies,
ies, media, advertising or other popular content to a set-top
set
box (STB)
through a broadband, or satellite network connection also helps service providers
round out their triple-play
play service offering, and to remain competitive in a rapidly
evolving market place.

Video on demand (VOD) services operate in a different manner than linear television
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Service as the IPTV system provides the subscriber with a unicast stream of
programming with VCR, like controls including pause, fast forward and rewind. The
IPTV middleware controls the user interface and commercial experience/details of
VOD and can also be extended to include services like subscription VOD and network
based personal video recorder (PVR).

VOD can run over an existing network infrastructure, but it can be very bandwidth
intensive. The inefficient provisioning or delivery of video on demand services can
force unnecessary and expensive bandwidth upgrades. When any particular stream is
requested, the STB initiates an RTSP session request to the VOD server.
ser
Once the
session is successfully established, assuming the asset is present on the VOD and the
authorization has been granted, the VOD server starts forwarding unicast RTP or UDP
stream to the STB. RTP in conjunction with RTSP is most widely used for VOD
transport.

3.1.2 Time-shifted
shifted TV
It’s a new technology development like time-shifted
time shifted television (TV), which enables
subscriber to view their favourite TV programs in an expanded timeslot, could extend
this video service exploration by offering consumers greater programming choice and
flexibility.
ibility. With time shifted TV a user can start watching a program from the
beginning after the program actually started or even after it ended in the linear
programming TV series.

Figure 3.1.2.1: Time Shifted TV [13]
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Time-Shifted TV is within
ithin a characteristic in IPTV. Because it allows subscriber to
watch their favourite broadcast TV program at a more convenient time within an
expanded time window. For Time-Shifted
Time Shifted TV the network provider stores the
programs in a circular buffer somewhere in the network. That’s why for time-shifted
time
TV the buffer must be a lot larger and to mitigate the resources demands placed on the
network by the unicast flows, the time-shifted
time shifted TV should be located close to the edge
of the network. Time shifted TV, the related
related start over service time wanner cable, and
network-based
based digital video recording all offer consumers
consumers with a digital set-top
set
Box
(STB) much greater flexibility in deciding what to watch and when to watch it. So as
a result this Television on demand (TOD) application can be an effective way to
entice subscriber into paying extra for advance service.

3.1.3 Broadcast TV
In earlier a number of TV tuner cards have become available for using for personal
computers (PCs) to allow broadcast
broadcast television programmes to be viewed on the
computer monitor via Windows or other type of similar graphical user interface
software. These types of cards receive a broadband aerial feed at radio frequencies,
which may carry up to 1,000 or more different
different TV transmissions. In several cases the
user use a tuning application, that is generated in Windows and displayed on the
monitor screen and user can select these. The application window may stand for a
keypad of which various keys can be selected using a keyboard or a displayed pointer
controlled by a mouse. Clicking the mouse with the pointer on selected keys causes
the chosen station to appear on the screen.

The invention proposes [20
20] a television broadcast system comprising:

 A base station comprising
comprising a turner for receiving broadcast television signals
room a wide-band
band input and having a tuning control input for controlling said
turner to select said broadcast signals, the turner being arranged to provide a
signal output which is derived from said selected
selected broadcast signal.
 Cabling arranged to carry said signal output from the base station to a remote
outstation.
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 An outstation including –
o An input for receiving said signal output from said cabling

o Means for displaying said signal output in the form of a picture and
manual input control means which communicates with the base station
via cabling to cause control signals to be fed to said control input of the
turner in order to select the broadcast signal
signal which is displayed at the
outstation.

Here the manual input control may comprise a keyboard, mouse or trackball.

3.1.4 Near video on demand
Near video on demand (NVOD) is a pay per view consumer video technique. This
technique used by multi-channel
multi
broadcasters using high-bandwidth
bandwidth distribution
mechanism like in satellite or cable television. Here in NVOD multiple copies of a
program are broadcast at short time intervals providing convenience for viewers, who
can watch the program without needing to tune in at a scheduled point in time. The
time duration is typically 10 to 20 minutes. Only large operators generally provide
this type of technique with a high deal of redundant capacity and bandwidth and in
this way it has been reduced in popularity as video on demand is implemented. So
NVOD is a system and method for incorporating and
a updating a commercial or
promotion video program or the like in a video program. The NVOD system may
include a controller, a high-speed
high
digital reproducing device for reproducing
oducing at a high
rate a plurality of video-on
on-demand
demand system recording data divided from digital data of
a main program and recorded at discrete areas, an additional information program data
server for reproducing data of an additional information
informat
program such as data of a
commercial video program, a promotion video program, or like, a buffer device for
selectively writing the video-on-demand
video
demand system recording data from the high-speed
high
digital reproducing device and reading the video-on-demand
video
demand system recording
recordin data,
and matrix switcher for selectively outputting main program data from the buffer
device and additional information data from the additional information program data
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server, and sequentially transmitting the main program data with the additional
information
ormation data incorporated at M locations therein to a number of channels

3.2 IPTV network architecture
The Figure 3.2.1 below shows the IPTV typical architecture [09]. The super head end
(SHE) encodes or re-encodes
encodes and packetizes each broadcast TV channel it receives
from various nationwide content providers into an IP flow. These IP flows are
transported over a core network to a number of video hub offices (VHOs). A VHO
VH
also can encode or re-encode
encode and packetize local broadcast TV channels. A VHO
delivers both, that is, the nationwide and local IP flows, over a metro network to each
video serving office (VSO), which in turn distributes the content over an access
network and possibly a home network to a user’s set top box (STB). Because all
networks are multicast-enabled,
enabled, there is a multicast tree set up per TV channel. The
SHE and VHO also can host a video-on
video on demand server (farm) with movie titles,
recently broadcasted shows,
hows, and so on. A user requesting such a piece of content sets
up a unicast flow from a video-on-demand
video
demand server to his STB and there may be more
than one STB per home.

Figure 3.2.1:: A Typical IPTV Network Architecture [09]
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An unicast/multicast
/multicast IPTV flow originates at the central data center (SHE) or regional
data center (VHO) and crosses the core, metro and access network before it reaches
the users TV equipment (STB). IPTV flows are classified into two categories [18]:

 Stored video flow:
o Often requested video contents for BTV and VoD can be transferred in
advance from SHE to VHOs based on channel and program popularity
scores.
o Rarely requested video contents for BTV and VoD should not be
perfected and must be transferred on an on-demand
on mand basis.
basis

 Live video flow:

o

Live video for BTV must be transmitted in real time cannot be
perfected and must be transferred on an on-demand
on demand basis.
basis

3.2.1 Core network
Video delivery from central server locations (SHEs) to metro areas (VHOs). The core
network groups the encoded video streams into the respective channel line up. This
core network is unique to the service provider and often includes equipment from
multiple vendors. The core network that connects the head end to the local exchange,
exchang
live television channels is carried as unicast or multicast streams. IPTV traffic can be
separated from other non real time data traffic to guarantee the high level of its QoS
requirements. This core network were digital, it was possible to offer services
servic such as
the integrated service digital network, which offered higher speed digital
communication. The figure 3.2.1 above regarding architecture of IPTV shows the
core network area. It lies between the super head-end
head end (SHE) and video hub office
(VHO).
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3.2.2 Metro or Aggregation network
The network area between the video hub office (VHO) and video serving office is
named as metro or aggregation network or we can say video delivery from regional
server locations to aggregation offices. Metro networks all interacting with legacy
systems; this will eventually lead towards an ambient environment in which IP
technology will provide transparent connectivity. Metro network nodes using a
combination of packet and wavelength processing to aggregate traffic for efficient
transport and presentation to the service edge equipment. High bandwidth video and
enterprise services will typically justify dedicated wavelength transport in the metro
network; it’s close to the access nodes. Metro
Metro networks are built for IPTV by
requiring higher bandwidths, flexible any-to-any
any any connectivity, and the ability to insert
customized content closer to the edge of the network. Regional Network gathers
traffic from many access devices and hands it off to the core or distribution network.
network
The Aggregation/Metro network demarcation point for residential services in the
above model. Metro network also be required to support certain high bandwidth
services, such as unicast or multicast IPTV traffic.

Here it is mention that the Metro and Core network technologies are as follows:

 Internet protocol (IP)
 Multi protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
 Virtual private LAN Service (VPLS)
 Native Ethernet
 Resilient Packet Ring (RRR)
 Optical layer

3.2.3 Access network
This network lies between the networks video serving office (VSO) up to home
gateway (HG) that means video delivery from residential gateway to STBs. The
access network is the link from the service provider to the individual household. The
broadband connection
tion between the service provider and the household can be
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accomplished using a variety of technologies. IPTV networks will use variants of
asymmetrical DSL (ADSL) and very high speed DSL (VDSL) to provide the required
bandwidth to run an IPTV service to the household. The service provider will place a
device (like a DSL modem) at the customer premises to deliver an Ethernet
connection to the home network.

3.2.4 Home network
Within the area between home gateway and set top box is named as home network.
network
Onn the IPTV network, Service provider (SP) and subscriber owned devices
interconnected at the subscriber home. The central home device is designated as
Residential Gateway (RG) and interfaces to the SP network. The RG interconnects
home devices such as PCs,
PCs STBs and voice adaptors.

3.3 NGN-based
based IPTV solution
Next Generation Network (NGN) is considered for a long-term
long term vision for the Telecom
industry that how it can develop unified service architecture [11] by using varieties of
services. According to ITU,
ITU, NGN is a packet based network that able to provide
services including Telecommunication services and also able to make use of multiple
broadband, QoS enable transport technologies and in which service related function
are independent from underlying transport
transport related technologies. Now a day several
industry and standardization bodies are discussing on the evaluation of Next
Generation Network platforms to support IPTV. Basicaly IPTV service is a subset of
streaming service and the streaming components is a component in NGN.
NGN
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NGN

IPTV
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X connect

Home Media
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Web

Interactivity

Next Generation Media

Figure 3.3.1:: Service Interactions between IPTV and NGN

IPTV service is based on IP transport, it can use some NGN’s
NGN s common functions to
provide its service, for example, such as IP address allocation, service entry point
discovery, bearer resource control, authorization and authentication. The IMS core
can also provide many benefits to IPTV, such as NAT function, routing function, and
service trigger function. So these functions entities defined now in IMS core can also
be reused by the IPTV services or be enhanced for the IPTV services, except for the
NGN common components. Especially the interface protocols between the function
entities in the IMS core may require to be extended for IPTV services, and the
complexities should be analysed deeply. Att the same time, the non-IMS
non
based
solution may be another candidate. Both schemes are reasonable, as long as the
related technical challenges can be resolved. So there are two candidate solutions
according to ITU [27] for NGN to provide IPTV service. They are as follows:

 IMS-based
based IPTV solution:
solution Integrate IPTV features with the IMS core
functions besides the common functions specified in NGN.
 Non-IMS
IMS based IPTV solution:
solution The non-IMS
IMS based solution is a standalone
and parallel with IMS component by reusing and enhancing the common
functions specified in NGN.
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3.3.1 Generic NGN model
As far we know there are two solutions for NGN for providing IPTV service. IMS based is one of them. IMS-based
IMS
architecture [11, 27] (Figure3.3.1.1)) ensures:

 SIP protocol dedicated to multimedia
 Modular architecture
 Easy integration with old telecommunication networks and exists services
 Central billing system based on Parley OSA solution.
 Third-party
party services
And also simultaneously Non-IMS
Non IMS based solution is based on common functions in
NGN. There are some architecture for both IMS and Non-IMS
Non IMS based solution are
given as follows.

Figure3.3.1.1: IMS Based IPTV Architecture within an NGN Framework [11]
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Figure 3.3.1.2:
3.3.1 Non-IMS Based IPTV Architecture [11]]

3.3.2 Generic Vertical IPTV model
A generic IPTV architecture is for support applications such as digital broadcast
television and Video on Demand. The architecture below (Figure
(Figure 3.3.2.1)
3.3.2 is based on
based on the comprehensive architecture and service model specified in ITU
recommendation. The idea about this architecture [19] based on three major
functional parts. Those are:

 The Head-end:
In this point on the network that linear and on-demand
on demand content is captured and
formatted for distribution over the IP network. It can be identified
identif
by two
types; Broadcast TV head-end
head
and VoD head-end. The head-end
end is comprised
of many components including the middleware, encoder, VoD server,
broadcast TV server subscriber manager, resource manager session manager
and application manager. The middleware
middleware is used for describing the software
packages for delivering an video stream.
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The subscriber manager will create accounts for users and handling the current
account details and the session manager will work with the manager to
establish a connection from VoD server to client.

 Transport Network:
Network
Also an important part of this architecture and also can be divided by three
parts; core, access and edge. In core network the encoded video streams and
the channels are transported. The access network is the link from the transport
network to the customer premise and access networks will use variants of
asymmetric ADSL and very high speed VDSL for ensuring the required
bandwidth to run an IPTV service to the customer premise. And network edge
supports advanced multicast and QoS functionality to deliver video
vid services
and fast channel changing times and IP-based
IP based conditional access.

 Customer Premise:
This is a functional unit and is the location for providing the broadband
network termination functionality, which terminates the video streaming at the
customer premise. This is a device like set-top-box
set
box that will perform the
functional processing.

3.3.2 Generic IPTV Service Architecture [19]]
Figure 3.3.2.1:
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3.3.3 IPTV service delivery within the NGN architecture
The ITU-T
T Focus Group on IPTV, ETSI TISPAN and ATIS IIF, have doing study
on IPTV and that work includes integration of IPTV within NGN architectures. Two
approaches to the integration of IPTV in the NGN are being studied. One is based on
using IMS and one uses a dedicated IPTV subsystem without
wit
IMS.
Now a day service providers are investigating the implementation of IMS based
components for an IP NGN. The IMS-based
IMS
and non-IMS-based
based approaches only
differ in terms of the inclusion of the core IMS session control functions in the IMSIMS
based IPTV solution. It is not yet clear whether the IPTV control and IMS control
functional entities are alternatives because the detailed procedures have not yet been
specified but in all likelihood IPTV control procedures will be required in both
approaches. Thus, the IMS-based
IMS
solution differs from the non-IMS
IMS based solution
with the addition of IMS session control procedures. In both approaches common
user profile and charging functions can be utilized. In addition, in both cases the
NGN transport functions can be used, including network attachment and resource
and admission control features, and NGN applications.

The IMS-based
based approach is most actively being pursued in ETSI TISPAN but the
architecture is currently under discussion and has not yet been finalized
finalized so that work
on protocol mechanisms can begin. Therefore, there is a degree of guesswork
involved in envisioning the form that a thoroughly standardized IMS-based
IMS based solution
for IPTV will finally take. It will be necessary, for example, to decide upon how
h
much of the current control procedures performed by RTSP and IGMP such as
channel change, will be taken over by IMS SIP procedures; how admission control
and resource allocation will be performed if, as is most likely to be the case, an
IPTV control protocol
tocol will be needed in addition to the use of SIP; and how IMS
and IPTV control procedures are to interact for example, in case of error or user
commands such as pausing a video.
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4. Traffic control
4.1 Performance measures
Performance measurement evaluation
evaluation is an important issue for designing a network
traffic controlling strategies. The network traffic control strategy has several
performance objectives about how it can fulfil multiple goals simultaneously is one of
difficult problem.
oblem. There are some difficulties like limitation of resource and strategy
in network, such as network bandwidth resource, processor rate and also the
controlling strategy. Requirements for Quality of Service (QoS) like packet delay,
throughput, loss rate etc. those are sometimes
sometimes much hard to meet at the same time. So
we need to meet all requirements for fulfilling QoS. The International
Telecommunications Union Standardisation Sector (ITU-T)
(ITU T) has approved two key
new standards for IPTV services concerning Quality of Experience (QoE) at a recent
meeting on June 2008. So QoE is another important issue for a successful traffic
controlling strategy. The first new recommendation (ITU-T
(ITU T Rec. G.1080) [22] defines
QoE requirements from an end-user
end user perspective, agnostic to network deployment
architectures and transport protocols, with QoE requirements for video, audio, text,
graphics, control functions and metadata provided. The second recommendation
(ITU-T Rec. G.1081) defines performance monitoring for IPTV, with the aim of
providing higher Quality of Service/Quality of Experience to customers by
identifying, localising and quantifying service and network issues, using software
solutions, hardware or both.

4.1.1 QoE
Basically Quality of Experience (QoE) describes users satisfaction of all
imperfections affecting the service. There are many factors influencing the challenge
of achieving a high QoE in IPTV deployments. The mix of broadcast TV versus video
on demand, network-based
based personal video recorder (nPVR), and other unicast video
services is relatively unpredictable, which affects the ratio of multicast and unicast
network traffic, and ultimately the design of the network architecture. The addition of
high-definitionn (HD) content to the network drives greater bandwidth requirements
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and the need to assure the continuous availability of that bandwidth for the purpose of
achieving flawless QoE. VOD usage patterns, as well as the proliferation of set-top
set
boxes (STBs) andd other appliances in the home, will dictate the optimal location of
content placement in the network, which also has an effect on traffic patterns and
bandwidth needs. These issues should and will be transparent to the subscriber, who is
simply expecting an alwaysalways on service offering. To that end, providing such QoE is
not simple, but it is a critical factor for the success of IPTV. It is also achievable with
the right technology and network architecture as a foundation.
The
he key performance parameter or the performance metrics could be:

 Video Quality
 Channel Change Time
 Blocking Probability for VoD Requests

4.1.2 QoS
The objective of the network support is to guarantee the quality of presentation
required by the multimedia client at the destination. To achieve this objective, the
network must provide guaranteed quality of service (QoS) under diverse network
conditions and resource constraints. IPTV service has to deliver user traffic within a
limited transfer delay. For example, real-time
real
voice and video
ideo data should be
delivered within 500ms by IPTV service, and channel control, such as channel
zapping, must be satisfied in 2 seconds. So QoS is an objective performance
per
measurement. Here in this thesis work, the performance matrices could be:

 Packet loss probability
 Mean packet delay
 Maximum packet delay
 Packet delay variation
 Throughput
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4.1.3 GoS
The global configuration involves assigning user communities (populations) to
network nodes, dimensioning of the link capacities given the traffic demand
dem
and GoS
such as call blocking probabilities, and configuration of packet schedulers in routers.
So Inn Grade of Service there are three important issues. Those are:

 Call blocking probability
 Call set up delay
 Configuration of packet schedulers in routers

4.2 Preventive traffic control
Preventive control methods provide a fair allocation of bandwidth by requiring, at
times of high network load, that each connection’s traffic flow remains within
specified bounds appropriate for the supported service.
service. Due to real time constrains
preventive control is more suitable than reactive control in high-speed
high speed networks.

In this thesis work, it is assume that the IPTV network operate under the preventive
traffic control. Preventive control does not wait until congestion actually occurs, but
rather tries to prevent the network from reaching an unacceptable level of congestion.
The most common
ommon and effective approach is to control traffic flow at entry points to
the network (i.e., at the access nodes). This approach is especially effective in ATM
networks because of its connectionconnection oriented transport. With connection-oriented
connection
transport, a decision
ecision to admit new traffic can be made based on knowledge of the state
of the route that the traffic would follow. Preventive control for IPTV network can be
performed in two ways: admission control and bandwidth enforcement. Admission
control determines whether to accept or reject a new connection at the time of call setset
up. This decision is based on traffic characteristics of the new connection and the
current network load. The bandwidth enforcement monitors individual connections to
ensure that the actual
ual traffic flow conforms with that reported at call establishment.
Holtzman has proposed a new and very different approach [24] to preventive control
and has applied his approach to admission control. In admission control, the decision
to accept a new connection
nnection is made based on the predicted network performance.
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If there is some uncertainty in the parameter values of the incoming traffic, the
network may underestimate the impact of accepting a new call and congestion may
result. There is an approach by Holtzman’s who tries to prevent the network
congestion by taking uncertainties in traffic parameter values into account.

4.2.1 Traffic policing
Traffic policing is for allowing to control the maximum rate of traffic sent or received
on an interface, andd to partition a network into multiple priority levels or class of
service (CoS). It is configured in bytes. An application that wishes to use the
broadband network to transport traffic must first request a connection, which involves
informing the network about the characteristics of the traffic and the Quality of
service required by the application. This information is stored in a traffic contract.
contract If
the connection request is accepted, the application is permitted to use the network to
transport traffic. During communication, the network monitors the conformity
between the declared traffic characteristics
characteristi and the characteristics of the actual traffic
entering the network. This is known as traffic policing.

Figure 4.2.1..1: Traffic Policing [10]

The main purpose of this function is to protect the network resources from malicious
connections and to enforce the compliance of every connection to its negotiated traffic
contract. The network also has the capability to discard non-conformant
non conformant traffic in the
network (using Priority Control). Traffic policing allows us to control the maximum
rate of traffic sent or received on an interface. Traffic policing is often configured on
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interfaces at the edge of a network to limit traffic into or out of the network. Traffic
that falls within the rate parameters is sent, whereas traffic that exceeds the
parameters is dropped or sent with a different priority. Traffic policing propagates
bursts. When the traffic rate reaches the configured maximum rate, excess traffic is
dropped. So the result is an output rate that appears as a saw-tooth
saw tooth with crests and
troughs. So it controlling the output rate through packet drops and avoids delays due
to queuing.

4.2.2 Traffic shaping
Traffic shaping is the control of computer network traffic in order to guarantee
performance, lower latency or increase usable bandwidth by delaying packets that
meet certain criteria. It is configured in bits per second. More specifically, traffic
shaping is any action on a set of packets which imposes additional delay on those
packets such that they conform to some predetermined constraint (traffic profile).
Traffic shaping provides a means to control the volume of traffic being sent into a
network in a specified period or the maximum rate at which the traffic is sent (rate
limiting), or more complex criteria such
s
as GCRA.

Figure 4.2.1.2:: Traffic Shaping [10]
This control can be accomplished in many ways and for many reasons; however
traffic shaping is always achieved by delaying packets. Traffic shaping is commonly
applied at the network edges to control
control traffic entering the network, but can also be
applied by the traffic source or by an element in the network. Traffic policing is the
distinct but related practice of packet dropping and packet marking. Traffic shaping is
sometimes applied by traffic
traffic sources to ensure the traffic they send complies with a
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contract which may be enforced in the network by a policer. It is is widely used for
network traffic engineering, and appears in domestic ISPs’ networks. Nodes in an IP
network which buffer packets before sending on a link which is at capacity result in a
traffic shaping effect. This can appear at for example a low bandwidth link, a
particularly expensive WAN link or satellite hop. So it is less likely to drop excess
packets since access packets are buffered. And typically avoids retransmission due to
dropped packets.

4.2.3 Call admission control
Call Admission control is used for networks, which provide QoS guarantees, and QoS
enhanced IP networks. It is responsible for maintaining the QoS and network
ne
availability while the network operators still achieves optimal utilization of their
network resources for maximum revenue in competitive environment. Call admission
control (CAC) is a preventive traffic control and enforcement scheme that decide for
each new call request, may be to be accepted or if it must be rejected. Preventive call
admission control in this work depends on the function of evaluated performance in
terms of overflow probability and waiting time. This helps to support a certain quality
qual
of services requirements by strategically limiting the number of call connections into
the networks in order to reduce the network congestion and call dropping. Good CAC
schemes should balance the call blocking and call dropping in order to provide the
desired QoS requirements.

CAC is realized by two sub functions: CACQoS and CACGoS . The purpose of the
CACGoS function is to decide whether a particular path is executed to offer sufficient
QoS to existing calls as well as the new call. If sufficient resources
resources are expected, the
call may be accepted on the particular path, otherwise it must be rejected. The purpose
of the CACGoS function is to maintain the GoS and maximize the average reward rate.
Different call types will be charged differently and will thus
thus generate a different
reward for the network. The CACGoS function decides if carrying a call on a certain
path is economical or not. For example, assume the networks are offered one category
of narrowband calls with a small reward, and one category of wide-band
w
band calls with a
large reward. In this case, the CACGoS function may decide to reject narrow band calls
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when the path just has free capacity to one more wide-band
wide band call. So the purpose of
CAC is to decide for every new call request and either the call may be accepted or
should be rejected. And this decision is based on the following phenomenon:

 QoS requirements for network calls
 GoS requirements for network call classes
 The call reward requirements
The video call admission control accepts or rejects video viewing requests based on
expected end-to-end
end QoE or QoS and admission control decision for each network in
the video delivery path:

 First mile: access network
 Second mile: metro network
 Third mile:: core network
In a short, we can say from service provider point of view, CAC’s main goal is to
admit the maximum number of connections while maintain QoS and GoS for the
existing connections.

4.3 Reactive traffic control
At the onset of congestion, reactive control instructs the source nodes to throttle their
traffic flow by giving feedback to them. A major problem with reactive control in
high-speed
speed networks is slow feedback. The effects of high-speed
high speed channels make the
overhead
erhead due to propagation delay significant; therefore, by the time that feedback
reaches the source nodes and the control is triggered, it may be too late to react
effectively. There is a possible improvement technique to overcome the difficulty
caused by slow feedback. If reactive control is performed between network users and
the edge of the network as in the effect of propagation delay may not be significant
since the distance feedback information propagates is short. However, this limits the
reactive control
ontrol to the edge of the network. Reactive flow control, in general, may not
be effective in an IPTV network environment because of the previously discussed
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problem. Preventive control, however, tries to overcome this problem with reactive
control and controls
trols congestion more effectively in IPTV networks.

4.3.1 Flow control
Flow control is the process of managing the rate of data transmission between two
nodes. This should be distinguished from congestion control,, which is used for
controlling the flow of data when congestion has actually occurred. Flow control
mechanisms can be classified by whether or not the receiving
receiving node sends feedback to
the sending node. The flow control negotiated quality of service during transient
overload conditions. It allows the source to exceed its negotiated throughput when
there is unused capacity available along the path of communication.
communi

4.3.2 Congestion control
Congestion happens whenever the input rate is more than the available link capacity

∑ Input Rate > Available link capacity

Most congestion control schemes consist of adjusting the input rates to match
m
the
available link capacity. On the high-speed
high speed channels, congestion control is a challenge
for an IPTV network. High-speed
High speed channels significantly limit the congestion control
schemes applicable. Reactive control possibly hardwired protocols are preferred
prefer
in
ATM networks in order to match the high speed of the network channels. As for
example, replacing 1 Mbits/s channel with 1 Gbits/s channel reduces the cell
transmission time from 0.5 ms to 0.5 µs. On the other hand, the time required to
process a protocol
tocol remains the same. As a result, in a high--speed network
environment protocol processing time can be a bottleneck. In order to avoid such a
bottleneck, the networks use simplified protocols, pushing most of the link-by-link
link
layer protocols to higher edge-to-edge
ed
layers. This makes it difficult to implement
link-by-link
link congestion control schemes. For these reasons, many of the congestion
schemes developed for existing networks may not be applicable to ATM networks.
Many of the congestion control schemes developed for existing networks fall in the
class of reactive control. Reactive control reacts to the congestion after it happens and
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tries to bring the degree of network congestion to an acceptable level. However,
reactive control is not suitable for use in ATM networks.

5. VBR video traffic
5.1 MPEG encoding
MPEG means Moving Picture Expert Group. MPEG encoding is the process of
capturing or converting video or audio to one several MPEG video or audio standards
for distribution or for achieving to optical disk. It can be done purely by using
software or using an MPEG capture card or a video editing card with built-in
built MPEG
encoding capabilities hardware encoder. So MPEG is, a whole family of standards for
digital video and audio signals using DCT compression. DCT stands for Discrete
Cosine Transform. There are other
other ways of compressing signals, such as wavelet and
fractal compression, but none has yet achieved such worldwide support that DCT has,
and MPEG-2,
2, which employs DCT compression, is certain to become the dominant
standard in consumer equipment for the foreseeable
foreseeable future. MPEG takes the DCT
compression algorithm and defines how it is used to reduce the data rate, how packets
of video and audio data are multiplexed together in a way that will be understood by
an MPEG decoder. MPEG standards are split into three
three main parts: Audio coding,
video coding, and system management and multiplexing.
MPEG itself is split into three main sub-groups,
sub groups, one responsible for each part, and a
number of other sub-groups
groups to advice on implementation matters, to perform
subjective
ve tests, and to study the requirements that must be supported. Each of the
sub-groups
groups has followed a similar procedure. Initially the requirements that the
system must support were analysed, this lead to a statement of the problem and a call
for proposals.. That started a competitive phase during which many proposals from
different laboratories were put through tests aimed at identifying promising
algorithmic techniques that could be used in the collaborative phase that followed.
The competitive phase lasted
lasted about 1 year until the collaborative phase took over after
the evaluation of the results from a large series of subjective tests of all the different
proposals based on the same input material and experimental conditions. During the
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collaborative phase a draft specification was produced and successively refined. At
the end of this stage formal approval of the standard within ISO/IEC and ITU-T
ITU takes
about one year to achieve during which the quality of the specification can be
incrementally improved.

5.1.1 MPEG-2
MPEG-22 is a standard for "the generic coding of moving pictures and associated
audio information". It describes a combination of lossy video compression and lossy
audio compression (audio
audio data compression)
compression) methods which permit storage and
transmission of movies using currently available storage media and transmission
bandwidth. It is widely used as the format of digital television signals that are
broadcast by terrestrial , cable, and direct broadcast satellite TV systems. It also
specifies the format of movies and other programs that are distributed on DVD and
similar disks. As such, TV stations, TV receivers, DVD players, and other equipment
are often designed to this standard.

VCD

DVD

DVB

PS

TS

MPEG-1

MPEG-2

Figure 5.1.1.1:
5.1.1 MPEG-1 and MPEG-2

MPEG-22 was the second of several standards developed by the Moving Pictures
Expert Group is an international standard (ISO/IEC
(
13818). Parts 1 and 2 of MPEG-2
MPEG
were developed in a joint collaborative
collaborati team with ITU-T,, and they have a respective
catalog number in the ITU-T
ITU Recommendation Series.
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5.1.2 MPEG-4
MPEG-44 is a collection of methods defining compression of audio and visual (AV)
digital data. It was introduced in late 1998 and designated a standard for a group of
audio and video coding formats and related technology agreed upon by the ISO/IEC
Moving Picture Experts Group under the formal standard ISO/IEC 14496. Uses of
MPEG-44 include compression of AV data for web and CD distribution,
distribution voice
(telephone, videophone)) and broadcast television applications. MPEG-44 absorbs many
of the features of MPEG-1
MPEG and MPEG-2 and other related standards, adding new
features such as VRML support for 3D rendering, object-oriented
oriented composite files
includingg audio, video and VRML objects,
o
support for externally-specified
specified Digital
Rights Management and various types of interactivity. Advanced Audio Codec was
standardized as an adjunct to MPEG-2
MPEG before MPEG-44 was issued. It is still a
developing standard and is divided into a number of parts. The companies promoting
MPEG-44 compatibility do not always
always clearly state which "part" level compatibility.
The key parts to be aware of are MPEG-4 part 2 (MPEG-44 SP/ASP, used by codecs
such as DivX, Xvid, Nero Digital and 3ivx and by Quicktime 6) and MPEG-4
MPEG part 10
(MPEG-44 AVC/H.264, used by the x264 codec, by Nero Digital AVC,
AVC by Quicktime
7, and by next-gen
gen DVD formats like HD DVD and Blu-ray
ray Disc).
Disc Most of the
features included in MPEG-4
MPEG are left to individual developers to decide whether to
implement them. This means that there are probably no complete implementations of
the entire MPEG-44 set of standards. To deal with this, the standard includes the
concept of "profiles" and "levels", allowing a specific set of capabilities to be defined
in a manner appropriate for a subset of applications. Initially, MPEG-4
MPEG was aimed
primarily at low bit-rate
rate video communications;; however, its scope was later
expanded to be much more of a multimedia
multim
coding standard.
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DVB
DVB-S2

MPEG
MPEG-4

Figure 5.1.22.1: MPEG-4

MPEG-44 is efficient across a variety of bit-rates
bit rates ranging from a few kilobits per
second to tens of megabits per second. MPEG-4
MPEG 4 provides the following
functionalities:

 Improved coding efficiency
 Ability to encode mixed media data (video,
(
audio, speech)
 Error resilience to enable robust transmission
 Ability to interact with the audio-visual scene generated at the receiver

5.2 Layered video traffic modelling
Video transmissions always need some stringent requirements like, the network
bandwidth, packet loss rate and the experienced delay. For better study the impact of
layered video traffic on the network performance, accurate and tractable traffic model
for layered video source is important. Markov chain had been widely used as a basic
building block for more complex video traffic models. Due to the versatility of the
Markovian arrival processes,
processes [28] they are widely used in modelling computer data
traffic. MAP was used to model the performance of superposition of VBR video
sources in. Inn recent time, MAP also found application in modelling aggregated
Internet traffic. It has been recognized that a compressed video stream has high peakpeak
to-mean
mean ratio, and video traffic is highly correlated in nature. Modern video system,
e.g., MPEG-4 video,, is defined in the form of multiple video objects, which can be
independently encoded, multiplexed and transmitted.
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5.2.1 Scene layer
The scence layer is the visual content and captures the video stream non-stationary
non
while the scene layer captures the stationary behaviour within the scene. One of the
higher layer and for short period, where the content of the pictures is almost the same
for several seconds. The visual content is a result of the complete video production
process (i.e., shot composition, scene editing, object motion, etc). The particular
characteristics of the bit stream within the scene are due to the video compression
mechanism.

5.2.2 GOP layer
In MPEG encoding,, a Group of Pictures,
Pictures specifies the order in which intra-frames
intra
and
inter frames are arranged. The GOP is a group of successive pictures within an
MPEG-coded
coded video stream. Each MPEG-coded
MPEG coded video stream consists of successive
GOPs. From the MPEG pictures contained in it the visible frames are generated.

A GOP can contain the following picture types:

 I-picture or I-frame
frame (intra coded picture) reference picture, corresponds to a
fixed image and is independent of other picture types. Each GOP begins with
this type of picture.
 P-picture or P-frame
frame (predictive coded picture) contains motion-compensated
motion
difference information from the preceding II or P-frame.
 B-picture or B-frame
frame (bidirectionally predictive coded picture) contains
difference information from the preceding and following II or P-frame
P
within
a GOP.
 D-picture or D-frame
frame (DC direct coded picture) serves the fast advance.
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Figure 5.2.2.1:: GOP Layer: Intra (I), Predicted (P) and Bi-directional
Bi directional (B) Frames

The main purpose of the GOP is to allow editing and splicing of video material from
different sources and to allow rapid forward or reverse searching through sequences.
A GOP usually represents about half a second of the image sequence.

Figure 5.2.2.1 shows a typical GOP and how the coded frames depend on each other.
The first frame of the GOP is always an I frame, which may be decoded without
needing data from any other frame. At regular intervals through the GOP, there are P
frames, which are coded relative
relative to a prediction from the I frame or previous P frame
in the GOP. Between each pair of I / P frames are one or more B frames. The I frame
in each GOP requires the most bits per frame and provides the initial reference for all
other frames in the GOP.. Each P frame typically requires about one third of the bits of
an I frame, and there may be 3 of these per GOP. Each B frame requires about half the
bits of a P frame and there may be 8 of these per GOP. Hence the coded bits are split
about evenly betweenn the three frame types. B frames require fewer bits than P frames
mainly because bi-directional
directional prediction allows uncovered background areas to be
predicted from a subsequent frame. The motion-compensated
motion compensated prediction in a B frame
may be forward, backward, or a combination of the two (selected in the macro block
layer). Since no other frames are predicted from them, B frames may be coarsely
quantised in areas of high motion and comprise mainly motion prediction information
elsewhere. In order to keep all frames
frames in the coded bit stream causal, B frames are
always transmitted after the I/P frames to which they refer, as shown at the above
Figure 5.2.2.1.
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5.2.3 Frame layer
The time period of a single frame for tens of milliseconds. The video frame size
distribution
tion in each state of the underlying Markov chain is modeled by a multivariate
normal distribution in order to capture the dependence between the successive video
frames within the same video layer. For example if we want to generate a frame size
sequence based on the GOP size process, we have to consider the structure of the
GOP pattern giving the order of the frame types. Basically frame layer is for modeling
the periodic autocorrelation function for obtaining reasonable cell loss estimates for a
large of buffer sizes. This can only be achieved with a Markov chain with a sufficient
large number of states. The only frame layer information that is lost consists of the
frame-by-frame
frame correlation in addition to the correlation, which induced by the GOP
pattern.

5.2.4 Packet layer
Packet layer provides a packet sequence number based flow control mechanism
between a source and a destribution DTE. The packet layer send-sequence
send sequence number
P(S) identifies the current packer with respect to the packet header sequence number
modulus. During an established Internet connection many packets with different sizes
are sent and received. A receiver uses P(R) in the acknowledge packet to indicate the
send-sequence
sequence number of the next expected packet from the sender. Note that this
th
sequence number based packet layer flow control in on a per call basis while the data
link layer flow control is on a per link basis.
basis

5.3 Traffic Characteristics
For designing a secure network and performance evaluation, it is very important to
ensure the traffic characteristic. A prior characteristic is not easy to determine because
most of the characteristic in communication services have some intrinsic properties.
For example, most user application can be handled by either packet switched
networks with
ith very limited performance guarantee or by a circuit switched network.
We can divide the traffic in this case into two parts. Those are:
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Source Traffic Parameters: In source traffic the following can be the key point:

 Peak packet rate
 Mean packet rate
 Maximum burst size
 Minimum packet size
Call Class Characterization:

 Orgin destination node pair
 Inter-arrival
arrival time distribution
 Holding time distribution
 Source traffic parameters
 Changing rule

range dependence
5.3.1 Short-range
Short-range dependent models include traditional traffic models such as Markov
processes and regression models [29] for statistically approximate VBR video traffic.
Traditional traffic models are characterized by an auto-correlation
auto correlation structure that
decays exponentially fast
k

r (k ) ≈ a ,

k →∝

In this case, 0<H<1/2, implying a summable autocorrelation function, i.e,

∑ r (k ) <∝ .
k

For H =1/2, we have the case of uncorrelated arrivals. Since traditional Markovian
models are SRD processes, they usually underestimate the dependence among packet
arrivals over long periods of time. Even though it is hard to show that network traffic
is a self-similar
similar process, it is relatively simple to show that several types of network
netwo
traffic exit LRD over the time scales of interest. SRD traffic can be characterized by
the bursts and gaps described by the Poisson process.
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5.3.2 Long-range
range dependence
Long-range
range dependence (LRD) is one of the important recent concept that is using
and studying in statistical analysis and modelling in many common real traffic
modelling process. A weekly stationary time series is called long range dependent if
the correlation between neighbouring exclusive blocks does not asymptotically vanish
when the
he block size is increased. This correlation is always zero for the Poisson
process and decays exponentially fast towards zero for finite state space Markov
process and autoregressive process of finite order and, as a consequence, for all
stochastic processs traditionally used as mathematical models for network traffic.

similar process is long range dependent as soon as it has any positive
A self-similar
correlation and remains through all time scales. LRD became a common topic for
network traffic when statistical analysis of very extensive Ethernet traffic
measurement data as Bellcore led to the consequence that the traffic was quite close to
self-similar
similar with strong positive correlations through at least 5 to 6 important time
scales. LRD is also been observed in more application like wide area traffic, specific
packet traffic and in VBR video traffic also.

Long-range
range dependence (LRD) are revolutionized for our understanding of network
traffic. LRD means that the behaviour of a smoothly evolves with time-dependent
time
process shows statistically significant correlations across large time scales. LRD
characterized the burstiness of the traffic, the long-range
long range dependence traffic has
significant implication for the design, control and analysis of high speed, cell-based
cell
networks.
tworks. Thus, the modelling of this type of traffic becomes necessary for the
purpose of accurate network performance evaluation. LRD has been observed in
many areas besides the traffic modelling. The hurst effect that occurred in geophysics
and hydrology can be explained by slowly decaying correlations. The model of
stationary processes with correlations decaying hyperbolically which is the simplest
model with long memory.
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5.3.3 Self-similarity
Self- similarity is a mathematical term; an object is called self-similar
self similar when it looks
roughly the same on any scale. It may be exactly or approximately similar to a part of
itself. It is a typical property of fractals. Self-similar
similar objects with parameters
parameter

and

are described by a power law such as

Where

We know about the nature of network traffic is sometimes critical in order to properly
design and implement computer networks and network service. Now a day selfself
similarity has been shown to apply to wide-area and local-area
area network traffic. This
type of traffic always indicated that there is a significant traffic varience or burstness
is present on a wide range of time scales. And the bursty traffic like on many or all
time scales can be described
ribed statistically by using the notion of self-similarity.
self similarity. SelfSelf
similarity is a property that we can associate with fractals. It is simply a formal
expression of the statement that some process (such as cell arrivals per time interval).
interval)
Internet traffic and real-time
time traffic are self-similar,
self
that none of the commonly used
models is appropriate to capture its behavior. Traffic processes are said to be selfself
similar if they look qualitatively the same irrespective of the time scale, in the case of
Internet traffic or VBR video, self-similarity
self similarity is manifested in the absence of a natural
length of a burst; at every time scale ranging from a few milliseconds to minutes and
hours, bursts consists of bursty subperiods separated by less bursty subperiods.

So self-similarity
similarity is used in distributional sense by viewing at different varying scales
but the object distribution is remained unchanged and this process has observable
bursts on all time scales. Self-similarity
Self
exhibits long-range
range dependence. Because
self-similarity
milarity is a common feature in today’s network traffic, simulations which can
produce the same degree of self-similarity
self similarity as the original traffic are desired. In some
cases network traffic can be explained in terms of file system characteristic and user
behaviour.
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6. Packet scheduling in IP routers
Packet scheduling is an important aspect in resource allocation. Mainly packet
scheduling is use for determining which packet will get the resource in a certain time
and scheduling algorithm keep track the number
number of packets that each flow sent and
also consider resource reserved for each and every flow. There are several scheduling
algorithm that we can divide them according to their features. There are some wellwell
known and favourite scheduling algorithms, like First-In-First-Out,
Out, Priority Queueing,
Weighted Fair Queueing, Weighted Round Robin, Generalized Processor Sharing and
Low Latency Queueing.

Out (FIFO)
6.1 First-In-First-Out
FIFO is a basic queue-scheduling
scheduling algorithm that serves the packets by their order of
o
arrival. Here in FIFO, always first packet will get the priority and in this way by
sequence the first packet comes into the buffer is served first.

If we consider as a long--term
term view, a fraction of capacity for each source can be
maintained but in short-term
term view it depends on other source. If one or more sources
create a big size data and put them into buffer just before the specific sources small
size data, waiting time would be much bigger than long-term
long term average. FIFO is also
referred to as First-Come,
e, First-Served
First Served queuing behaviour. Because all the packets are
in a queue order by the multiplexer based on their arrival time as shown figure 6.1.1
below.
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C

Figure 6.1.1: First In First Out Scheduling

Though it is working as based on First-Come, First-Served
Served queuing, but if there are so
many packets arrives in a buffer, may be there will be overflow and some packets will
have to be dropped or looses. In this case all packets may suffer clumping or
dispersion.

6.2 Priority Queueing (PQ)
(PQ
Priority queues
ueues are useful scheduling algorithm in simulations, particularly for
maintaining a set of future events ordered by time so that we can quickly retrieve what
the next thing to happen is. They are called ``priority'' queues because they can
retrieve
trieve items not by the insertion time nor by a key match, but by which item has the
highest priority of retrieval.
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Figure 6.2.1:: A Priority Queue

Delay and jitter frequency distribution functions are identically shaped with PQ independently of the packet size. So it finishes its operation into three steps that are
mention below:
 Insert with priority:
riority: add an element to the queue with an associated priority.
 Get next:
ext: remove the element from the queue that has the highest priority, and
return it.
 Peek at next: look at the element with highest priority without removing it.
it

6.3 Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ)
Weighted Fair Queueing is a version of GPS, is a work-conserving
work conserving discipline. WFQ is
the first FQ implementation proposed, followed by several ones that try to simplify its
complexity or to improve the performance. It is a scheduling discipline, which is one
of the packetized versions
rsions of the GPS. Because it is not possible to use GPS in real
traffic because it uses fluid based input traffic, there are many packetized version of it
which can takes place in the market. So, This queuing discipline was designed to
ensure that each flow
ow has fair access to network resources and to prevent bursty flows
from consuming more than its share output bandwidth.
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Transmit
Outgoing
Queue

Incoming
Classify

Waighted fair scheduling

Configurable
Number of queues

Figure 6.3.11: Weighted Fair Queueing

WFQ guarantees to obtain a certain fraction of system capacity for both short and
long term scale. When one queue is empty WFQ gives its residual capacity to the
backlogged queues according to their weights. It is mention that the packet delay
variability in WFQ is lower than FIFO and PQ, because it isolates the source classes
that provides at least capacity for each class.

Weighted Fair Queueing is a version of GPS; GPS is an idealized fluid model not
practically realizable. And WFQ, first presented in, is a packet approximation of GPS.
In WFQ a packet at a time is selected and output among the active sessions. This
works as follows. Each arriving packet is given virtual start and finish times. There
are several relationships between a fluid GPS system and
and a corresponding packet
WFQ system:

 Finish time of a packet in the WFQ system compared to the GPS
system will not be later than at most the transmission time of a
maximum sized packet.
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 The number of bits serviced in a session by the WFQ system will not
n
fall behind the GPS system by more than a maximum sized packet.

In an improved algorithm, called Worst-case
Worst case Fair Weighted Fair Queuing (WF2Q), is
presented. In WF2Q only packets that have a virtual start time that has been passed
are considered for output.
tput. WF2Q is a better approximation of GPS and has lower
delay bounds but increases implementation complexity. Both WFQ and WF2Q must
simulate the virtual time that is computationally expensive.

6.4 Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) is an extension of Round Robin. WRR schedulers
constitute a popular solution for differentiating the bandwidth guarantees of
heterogeneous IP flows, mostly because of their minimal implementation cost.
However, the existing. Flexible
Flexible bandwidth management at the network nodes requires
the deployment of hierarchical scheduling structures, where bandwidth can be
allocated not only to individual flows, but also to aggregations of those flows. With
currently available WRR schedulers, the
the superimposition of a hierarchical structure
compromises the simplicity of the basic scheduler. WRR schedulers are also known
for their burstiness in distributing service, which exposes the scheduled flows to
higher packet-loss
loss probability at downstream nodes. By construction, WRR
schedulers distribute bandwidth proportionally to the service shares allocated to the
individual flows. For best-effort
best effort (BE) flows, having no specified bandwidth
requirements, existing WRR schedulers typically allocate arbitrary service shares.
This approach conflicts with the intrinsic nature of BE flows and reduces the
availability of bandwidth for the allocation of guaranteed-bandwidth
guaranteed bandwidth flows.

In WRR Each packet or connection has its own packet queue in a network interface
card.
d. It is the simplest emulation of GPS discipline. While GPS serves infinitesimal
amount of data from each nonempty queue, WRR serves a number of packets for each
nonempty queue. To obtain normalized set of weights a mean packet size must be
known. Only then
en WRR correctly emulates GPS. It is best to know this parameter in
advance. But that's really uncommon in IP networks, so it has to be estimated which
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may be in practice quite hard. Another problem with WRR is that in a scale of one
round WRR doesn't provide
vide fair link sharing. There is a modified version of WRR
called defcit round robin (DRR) that is able to properly handle packets of different
size without knowing their mean size of each connection in advance.

6.5 Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS)
Generalized
neralized Processor Sharing was developed as a service discipline to share the
capacity of congested communications links in an efficient, flexible and fair manner.
It is not really possible to implement Generalized Processor Sharing exactly since it
assumes
es fluid traffic, but GPS is useful as a benchmark against which realizable
service disciplines can be measured. There are several service disciplines which track
the performance of GPS quite closely such as weighted fair queueing (WFQ) also
known as packet-by-packet
packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS). It is widely
considered to allocate bandwidth resources to multiplexed traffic streams, effectively
guaranteeing a certain level of QoS in a stochastic and deterministic sense. In our
analysis we focus on GPS
PS scheduling with only two service classes sources. The twotwo
queue GPS system can be represented
r
as shown in figure 6.6.1

Figure 6.5.1: GPS (Generalized
Generalized Processor Sharing)
Sharing

Here in GPS the
he sum of the buffer sizes for queue 1 and queue 2 is to equal the buffer
of the FIFO scheduler.. One of the important features of this ideal model is that it has
the ability to provide isolation among different classes and at the same time allowing

bandwidth
th sharing among classes. Consider class K  k , k  sources
sources sharing a GPS
server with rate c and each session with its own queue. We can set the GPS weight
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, which is the set of all k , k  

so as to satisfy the statistical QoS of each connection/session. in GPS every class is
associated with sharing parameters which has a minimum guaranteed
nteed service rate,
rate that
is
S 



∑
 

C

And for each class the receieved service is
S 

&

 c    c " #$ t% 1'( )*+,,

c

Q t . 0 :
Q t  0

here in equation (2) (x
 max1x, 03 and 11.3 is the indicator function,
function i ; j are class

indexes in the range 1  i and j  2, r t denotes the arrival rate of class j at time t,
and q t denotes the queue length of class j at time t. GPS is the best approximation
to the Fair Fluid Model. In the fluid model all flows are infinitesimally divisible, each

flow contributes a fixed percent of the total flow at any one time. GPS takes
infinitesimally small amounts from all queues and serves it, so for any time interval
all queues will have been served fairly according to their assigned weights. It is easy
eas
to see that GPS is an ideal approximation to the Fair Fluid Model [25].
The Fair Fluid Model can’t
can t be implemented because data networks transfer bits and
only one bit can be served at a time. Just as the Fluid model is unattainable so to be
pure GPS. Data
ta networks use packets, which aren’t infinitesimally divisible. Routers
are required to finish serving one packet before starting the next one. Packet Based
Generalized Processor Share (PGPS) has been developed to have the same properties
as GPS, except that
hat packets are served.

6.6 Low Latency Queueing (LLQ)
Low latency queuing is a queueing discipline which provides strict priority with
CBWFQ for reducing jitter in real-time
real
traffic conversations. It allows delay-sensitive
delay
real time data to be dequeued and sent. So it gives delay-sensitive
sensitive data preferential
treatment over the traffic. Without LLQ, CBWFQ provides WFQ based class with no
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strict priority queue available for the real-time
real
traffic. LLQ is used to give specific
traffic classes’ higher priority
priority when transmitting on the router’s WAN interface. This
is accomplished with QoS mapping. QoS maps are used to set up traffic definitions
and to specify actions applied to traffic that match the definitions. Based on QoS map
settings, traffic can be enqueued
enque
to a low-latency queue. So LLQ is a packetpacket
scheduling algorithm that can suffer from low priority traffic starvation problem.

7.. QoS evaluation by simulation

event simulation
7.1 Discrete-event
Discrete-event
event simulation is a technique of simulation where we run the operation of a
system that follows as a chronological sequence of events. This is just the opposite of
continuous simulation because here in discrete-event
discrete event simulation, the system always
alway
runs over time by representing the change as separate events. In traffic modeling we
use the discrete-event
event simulation technique in order to analyse the complex real world
problems and the behaviors of a particular system comparing time progress.

Information/Data
Collection

Development
Modification
Initial Test

Experiment

Figure 7.1.1: Key
ey stages in Discrete Event Simulation
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In this thesis work, the simulator is based on discrete-event
event simulation using fluid
flow model with continuous time. The advantages of discrete-event
discrete event evaluation are to
reduce the risk for getting a realistic result and to increase a valuable gain. In this
thesis, we are using discrete-event
discrete
simulation where the
he simulator evaluates the
performance of different bandwidth scheduling methods for a single multiplexer by
burst level simulation. The performance is measured is terms of fluid overflow
probability, fluid loss probability and mean fluid delay.
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Figure7.2.1: Simulation Flowchart
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7.3 Fluid flow simulation models
Network performance evaluation through traditional packet level simulation is
becoming increasingly difficult as today’s networks grow in scale along many
dimensions. As a consequence, fluid simulation has been proposed to cope
co with the
size and complexity of such systems. This work uses the approach on analyzing and
comparing the relative efficiencies of fluid simulation and packet-level
packet level simulation for
overall network scenario. We use the “simulation event” rate to measure the
th
computational effort of the simulators and show that this measure is both adequate
and accurate. For some scenarios, we derive analytical results for the simulation event
rate and identify the major factors that contribute to the simulation event rate.

For a tandem queueing system, it is identified the boundary condition to establish
regions where one simulation paradigm is more efficient than the other. Flow
aggregation is considered as a technique to reduce the impact of the “ripple effect” in
fluid simulation. The results show that the tradeoffs between parameters of a network
model, determines the most efficient simulation approach. Another modeling
technique making simplified assumptions about the real system is the fluid model,
which was first proposed
posed by Anick et al. in [31]
[3 ] to model data network traffic. In the
fluid simulation paradigm, network traffic is modeled in terms of a continuous fluid
flow, rather than discrete packet instances. A cluster of closely-spaced
closely spaced packets may be
modeled as a single
ngle fluid chunk with a constant fluid rate, with small time-scale
time
variations in the packet stream being abstracted out of the model.

A fluid simulator keeps track of the fluid rate changes at traffic sources and network
queues. An equivalent packet-level
packet
simulator would keep track of all individual
packets in the network. In fluid simulation, the higher level of abstraction suggests
that less processing might be needed to simulate network traffic. Intuitively, this is not
surprising as a large number of packets
packets can be represented by a single fluid chunk.
For simple network components, where traffic flows do not compete for resources, the
fluid simulator outperforms the packet-level
packet level simulator. An example would be a link
that connects two nodes and never experiences
experiences queueing; this component only
introduces a constant propagation delay.
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The simulator is used for this work uses all types of traffic classes needed for the
model. Short term burst level traffic was used as the traffic mode. Fluid flow in and
out off the user equipments is represented in three ways, which are; inflow, outflow
and net flow. Inflow is the amount of fluid traffic flowing into the user equipment.
Outflow is the amount of fluid traffic flowing out of the user equipment and net flow
is the difference of the traffic between inflow and outflow. The time period for traffic
is exponentially distributed in both forms of fluid flow, inflow or outflow. The buffer
is termed as the reservoir for the fluid traffic. The congestion parameters, overflow,
overflow is
measured on the bases on inflow and outflow. If inflow is more than the outflow then
the buffer overflows with network traffic and data is lost. Since the inflow is basically
the traffic coming via downlink into the user equipment, we can assume it to constant
and focus on the outflow which deals with the uplink. The ups and downs in the rate
are because of the outflow in this case.

Figure: 7.3.1: Fluid simulation dynamics [15]

Multiplexer: The multiplexer is described by the selected bandwidth scheduling
method, the per-class
class buffer capacity (in Mbit), per-class
per class GPS weights, and total link
capacity (in Mbit/s).
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The performance of the selected algorithms was measured and evaluated based on the
congestion parameters i.e. loss, overflow and wait for users. The data transport
performance was considered based upon these congestion parameters i.e. the lower
the loss, overflow and wait the better the data transport performance and
and the better the
algorithm and vice versa.

User Input

Config File

Execute

Configure
Network

Start
Network

Generate new
& Traffic,Event
Channel

Display as
Graphs

Calculate
Performance

LLQ/FIFO
FIFO/GPS/PQ

Figure:: 7.3.2: Sequential flow of the Simulation

The tasks performed by each of these modules are stated as under:
under

Initialize network:: Initiate the network by setting the parameters specified in the file.
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Start up network:: To start the network with some traffic i.e. events and to start the
event list.

Generate traffic:: Generates the next traffic event and calls the scheduler.

Scheduling:: Applies the scheduling algorithms to schedule the user traffic.

Congestion control:: Calculation of
of the congestion parameters for each user, i.e. loss,
wait, overflows.

The following arguments are entered by the user in order to run the simulation;

 Simulation Executable name.
 Number of source cells.
 Uplink scheduling or downlink scheduling.
 Scheduling algorithm name.
 Simulation number (Different simulations have different buffer sizes)
The parameters for the simulation were saved in a parameter file and stored in the
folder with the executable file. They were then fetched from the file by the
th program
when it was run, which were used to initialize the network. These
Thes initialization
parameters are:

 Cell number.
 Number of sources.
 Number of Markov Model states.
 Burst traffic parameters (For On-Off
On
model).
 Link capacity.
 Initial buffer size.
The network is started off with the event generation. The simulation was run for 20
iterations for each buffer size from 1 to 10 using different types of traffic. The event
list is the backbone of the program as it provides a means for the traffic.
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An event structure was used to store all the properties of individual events and then it
was linked by a linked list. The events born by the current event are also inserted to
the event list with all their properties. The random number generator of the discrete
event
ent model (Markov) is used to decide the time of each event’s occurrence. Each
current event is passed to the scheduler to schedule the users generating the traffic and
allow transmissions. The scheduler calls on the selected algorithms and makes the
scheduling
uling decision based on the current channel conditions, user conditions and
traffic conditions. The transmission states of the scheduled users are then turned on
using the On-Off
Off model and the non-scheduled
non scheduled users are switched off. Then the
congestion parameters
eters are calculated to obtain the performance measures. The wait,
loss and overflow are calculated as the mean of the iterations for each specific buffer
size. These output congestion parameters are then used to analyze the behavior and
performance of the selected scheduling algorithms. The results are then plotted in
graphs to obtain a graphical study mechanism. The performance metric is in terms of
loss probability, mean waiting time and overflow probability. The simulation plots for
loss probability, overflow
erflow probability and mean waiting time are presented in the
analysis part. It contains the graphical simulation result with the table (contains the
simulation specification)) in terms of loss probability,, overflow probability or mean
waiting time per classs for GPS, SP, LLQ and FIFO each simulation respectively.

7.3.1 LLQ
The traditional best-effort
effort mechanism for data delivery does not provide service
differentiation or guarantee for new multimedia flows that have tight bandwidth and
delay requirements. A variety of new multimedia applications such as voice over IP,
video onn demand and teleconferencing rely on network traffic scheduling algorithms
in switches and routers to assure performance bounds to satisfy different QoS
requirements. Typical VoIP (Voice over IP) applications require low latency and less
bandwidth; VoD (Video
ideo on Demand) applications require a huge volume of
bandwidth, but the acceptable latency of them is higher than VoIP applications’. Most
of commonly known packet scheduling algorithms like Weighted Fair Queueing
(WFQ) and Start-Time
Time Fair Queueing (SFQ) were mainly designed to ensure the
bandwidth reservation function.
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They only guarantee the queueing
queu ing delay under a certain threshold. It may cause in
steady packet latencies and introduces extra handling overheads for streaming
applications. A few packet scheduling algorithms were proposed in recent years to
address this problem like Low Latency Queueing (LLQ) which may suffer from low
priority traffic starvation problem. Unlike bursting data traffic applications, real-time
real
applications usually will not consume
consume all available bandwidth. In most cases, the
required maximum bandwidth for a real-time
real time application can be predefined, such as a
typical streaming application.

Internet traffic has been growing at an exponential rate. As most of existing routers
only provide best-effort
effort services, the traffic of streaming applications will compete
with other data traffic like FTP and HTTP. The packets of streaming applications may
experience higher delay or packet loss because of the competition among different
types of traffic. Therefore, the quality of streaming application cannot be guaranteed
and new technologies are required to offer quality of service (QoS) for these real time
applications.

Packet traffic on the Internet could simply be handled on a First Come, First Served
(FCFS) basis. With a high enough bandwidth and under normal traffic conditions, this
could be sufficient [01]. However, during emergency situations, historically disasters
have been documented to produce demand of up to 10 times normal traffic in the
public switched telephone network. In priority queueing (PQ), higher priority realreal
time traffic (e.g., Voice over IP or VoIP traffic) is transmitted before lower priority
traffic (e.g., data traffic), with separate buffers for each class of traffic. Weighted Fair
Queueing (WFQ) allocates the bandwidth fairly to network data traffic using weights
to determine the amount of bandwidth allowed for different flows of traffic. ClassClass
Based Weighted Fair Queueing (CBWFQ) extends weighted fair queueing to multiple
user-defined traffic classes, rather than individual flows of traffic. Under CBWFQ,
there are buffers for each class of traffic, but a certain portion of the bandwidth is set
aside for each of the classes; when one class of traffic is not utilizing its bandwidth,
the other class is allowed to overflow and use the bandwidth. In addition, Low
Latency Queueing (LLQ) is a queueing discipline available in some Internet packet
switching routers for integrated services performance assurance. LLQ,
LLQ which works
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on multiple classes, combines priority queueing with Class-Based
Class Based Weighted Fair
Queueing (CBWFQ). Priority queueing is used to ensure satisfying tight delay
constraints for real-time
time traffic, whereas CBWFQ is used to ensure acceptable
throughput
ughput for traffic classes that are less sensitive to delay. Typically
ypically voice traffic is
assigned to the higher priority queue (the Expedited Forwarding [EF] traffic class)
than the data classes which use CBWFQ. In the future there may be greater than one
class of EF traffic.

Modeling the priority queueing portion of LLQ, that is, the modeling of the EF class
having priority over the CBWFQ or data classes is well understood. Analytic
queueing models exist for priority queues. These models can also handle the
t case of
more than two priority classes, which arise if additional EF classes for disaster
response VoIP or video traffic are used. Because we understand the interaction
between the higher priority EF queue and the class-based
based weighted fair queues, and
how
ow to model that interaction, our focus in this modeling is within the CBWFQ
portion of the router, which is less well understood.

Usually there are five or six traffic classes that utilize an LLQ router. These are
assigned to one of the classes using the
th system. The traffic assigned to the PQ module
is referred to as EF traffic. The traffic assigned to the CBWFQ module is referred to
as AF and BE traffic. Each of the EF, AF, and BE traffic streams has its own buffers.
There is no preemption of service in the LLQ system. When a packet completes
service, the router looks at the PQ traffic first, and if there are packets waiting in the
EF1 buffer, the first one is selected for transition. If no EF1 packets are waiting, it
looks at the EF2 buffer and so on. If there are no PQ packets waiting for service, the
router turns to the CBWFQ module. Within each PQ class, service is rendered on an
FCFS basis.
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Figure7.3.1.1 PQ (priority queueing)

Under CBWFQ, weights are specified for each class of traffic. Each class of traffic is
guaranteed to obtain the portion of the bandwidth in accordance with the weight, if
needed. When one class of traffic is not utilizing its bandwidth, other classes are
allowed to overflow and use the bandwidth. In this implementation, each packet is

assigned a “virtual finish time,” which is computed as the packet transmission time
divided by the class weight, plus an arrival time. The packet having the smallest
sma
virtual finish time is selected for transmission when the router is free. Golestani
(1994) describes a CBWFQ algorithm [34] in which a virtual finish time is computed
for each packet. This virtual finish time is the sum of the packet transmission time
tim
divided by the class weight, plus the maximum of two times which are the virtual
finish time of the previous packet of the same class, and a class independent time
which is the tag of the packet in service at the arrival time of the current packet of
interest.
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Figure:7.3.1.2
WFQ(Weighted Fair Queueing)

We need to approximatation for the expected packet delay for the CBWFQ traffic.
traffic Let

α , i  4,5,6 be the probability that the class i packets are chosen
osen for service if there
are packets from each of the CBWFQ classes waiting.
waiting They are tied to the class i
weights, w , i  4,5,6 are given by

α 

w

BES

w
∑C*D BES

w@ i =

… … … … 1

∑J F GHI

KLMN KLM 

… … … 2

i

where σi  R ρj with σ0  0
j1
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PQ1
PQ2
WFQ1
WFQ2
WFQ3

Figure: 7.3.1.33 LLQ (Low latency Queue)
Equation above reflects the fact that one cannot use the weights w

,directly
directly because

those weights are the percent of time the packet would occupy the server (i.e., the
percent of bandwidth for the packet class). Dividing by the expected service time and
normalizing gives us the desired probabilities that the class packets are chosen.

As motivation for the approximation, consider the situation where there are only two
CBWFQ classes, say 4 and 5. In this case, we have αC  1 " αT ; so if αT  0, then

αC  1. In this case, the system behaves as an NPPQ system with five classes where
the priority order is 1, 2, 3, 5, 4. Equation (2) can be extended to account for the fact
that class 5 has priority over class 4 with a slight modification in the definition of σ .
The central idea of this paper is to approximate an LLQ system as a NPPQ system
where arriving CBWFQ packets are redistributed into priority classes at packet
arrival times.. Specifically, for the 6-class
class LLQ system considered in this paper (with
2 PQ classes and 3 CBWFQ classes), the approximating NPPQ system has 5 classes
labeled 1, 2, 3*, 4* and 5*. The PQ packets
kets are handled in the same manner as in the
original LLQ system. The CBWFQ packets, on the other hand, are assigned to one of
the priority classes 3*, 4* and 5* at the arrival times of the packets. Aside from the
process of assigning packets to priority classes, the system behaves like a standard
NPPQ system.
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To motivate the probabilities for redistributing the CBWFQ packets, consider the
following scenario. Suppose that three packets—a class 3 packet, a class 4 packet, and
a class 5 packet—arrive
arrive simultaneously to an empty system. Under the LLQ system,
the probability that the packets are served in the order i then j then k ( i ; j ; k ) is

Pi, j, k  α

Z

Z &Z[ 

… … … . . 3

Figure7.3.1.4: CBWFQ simulation

To achieve the same ordering of packets under the approximate NPPQ system, we
assign the three packets to the priority classes 3*, 4* and 5* according to these
probabilities (that is,

Pi, j, k is the probability that i is assigned to 3*, j is assigned to 4*,
*, and k is assigned
to 5*).

More generally, for the approximating LLQ system, a class 3 packet is assigned to
class 3** with probability P(3,4,5)
P
+ P(3,5,4), to class 4** with probability P(4,3,5)
P(
+
P(5,3,4), and to class 5** with probability P(4,5,3)
P(
+ P(5,4,3).
). Analogous assignments
are made for class 4 and class 5 packets. Let i* be the load for class i* in the
approximate system. Then, we have
 ,5,4\  ρT XP4,3,5  P4,5,3\  ρC XP5,3
ρD W  ρD XP3,4,5  P3,
3,4  P5,4,3\
 ,3,4\  ρT XP3,4,5  P5,4,3\  ρC XP3,5
ρT W  ρD XP4,3,5  P5,
5,4  P4,5,3\
 ,4,3\  ρT XP3,4,5  P5,3,4\  ρC XP3,4
ρC W  ρC XP4,5,3  P5,
4,5  P4,3,5\
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For i = 3*,4*, 5*,, let Wq*(i) be the expected buffer delay in the approximate LLQ
system, then

w@ W i =

∑JM FM GHIM

KLMN KLM 

… … … … … … … … 4

where
σ  ∑D* ρ  ∑ *T ρ Wwith
D

σD  R ρ
*

and i  3 W 4 W 5

We can now approximate the classes 3, 4, and 5 expected buffer delay via
5,3,4^  w@
w@ 3  w@ W 3]P3,
]  ,4,5  P3,5,4^  w@ W 4]P4,3,5  P5
3,5,4  P5,3,4
W 5P3
4
3]P4,

5,4,3^  w@
w@
 w@ W
]
,3,5  P4,5,3^  w@ W 4]P3,4,5  P5
3,5,4  P5,3,4
W 5P3
4,5,3^  w@
w@ 5  w@ W 3]P5,
]  ,3,4  P5,4,3^  w@ W 4]P3,5,4  P4
3,4,5  P4,3,5
W 5P3
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The overall program for LLQ can be summed up into the following main steps:
steps
Pseudo Code:

Initialize Network ();
Make selections based on input arguments.
Generate Traffic();
For all buffer sizes Begin
Establish traffic parameters.
Initialize simulation parameters.
Initialize the event list.
Simulate events.

For all events Begin
//FIFO, GPS, SP schedulers used
Apply Low Latency Queueing (LLQ) algorithm.//by turn

Schedule users
Calculate congestion parameters.
End

End
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8. Numerical Analysis
8.1 Introduction
The simulation was provided with traffic using the fluid flow On-Off
On Off Markov model
which is discusses on section 7.4. All types of traffic classes were used for the model.
The considered packet schedulers in the numerical experiments are FIFO, Strict
priority (SP) GPS and LLQ scheduler. And there are three performance evaluation
parameters, those are:

 Mean
ean waiting time
 Buffer overflow probability.
 Packet loss probability
FIFO-Packet
Packet scheduler based on Markov ON/OFF fluid flow traffic,
traffic SP–Packet
scheduler based on Markov ON/OFF fluid flow traffic,
traffic GPS-Packet
Packet scheduler based
on Markov ON/OFF fluid flow traffic by GPS weight assignment for sever sharing
among classes and LLQ- Packet sheduler is also based on Markov ON/OFF fluid flow
traffic with SP and class based WFQ.
WFQ It is termed as fluid flow because of the fact that
network traffic through this model flows smoothly like fluids flow from one place to
another. Short term burst level traffic was used as the traffic mode. Here we have
implement the scheduler in the simulator and carried out the simulation result to
investigate the performance of LLQ scheduler.
scheduler We also compare
mpare the four packet
schedulers in terms of loss probability,
probability mean waiting time and buffer overflow
probability. In short we can say the way of the simulation program is stated as
follows:

Start/Run -->
> Initialize network --> Start up network --> Generate traffic -->
Scheduling -->Congestion
>Congestion control -->
> Overall loss, wait, overflows
calculations.
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For The traffic class i is described by the following initialization parameters:
 Number of sources: N

 Peak bit rate: p [Mbps]

 ON to OFF transition rate: b
 OFF to ON transition rate: a
 Link Capacity C [Mbps]
 GPS weight φ

As discuss on section 7 .4,
. the performance metric is in terms of loss probability,
probability
mean waiting time and overflow probability and the
he simulation plots for loss
probability, overflow probability and mean waiting time are presented in the next
page. Each page contains the graphical simulation result with table (contains the
simulation specification)) in terms of loss probability,, overflow probability or mean
waiting
iting time per class for GPS, SP, FIFO and LLQ each simulation respectively.

In this section a performance evaluation of the proposed model has been performed by
investigating its suitability to model the queueing behaviour of self-similar
self similar traffic. We
simulate
mulate a system fed by different type of traffic traces and geometrically distributed
service times.

Two experiments have been designed which reflect the performance of the proposed
model. First experiment is set to show the performance of the newly designed
desi
queueing LLQ model. QoS of the whole IPTV network using LLQ model has been
evaluated. The three QoS evaluation parameters, loss, overflow and mean waiting
time are considered as usual. The packet loss occurs when congestion occurs as the
overflow probability
ability and the mean waiting time of data in the buffer. Only the
performance of LLQ is observed first. The second experiment includes the rest three
implemented queueing model namely FIFO, SP and GPS with LLQ. A clear
performance comparison can be seen there.
there. We have simulated the queueing model
three times namely sim1, sim2 and sim3. In Sim1, dynamic buffer size is tested which
ranged 0-10
10 where in sim2 link capacity is varied from 6-16.
6 16. It is also tested that how
the model respond when the number of sources
sources increase with time. Sim3 contains the
test result for the different number of sources.
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8.2 Case study for Experiment
xperiment 1
Table:1. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2LossLLQ
LossLLQ(Sim-1)”

C

i

N

p

φ

a

b

1

16

6

0.5

0.5

0.5

2

20

8

0.5

0.5

0.5

135

Sim-1A

Class-2 LossLLQ(Sim-1)
1.4
1.3
1.2

llq

1.1

Loss

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

0

1

2

3

4

5
6
Buffer Size

7

8

9

10

Figure 8.2.1:
1: Buffer size vs Loss of LLQ scheduler
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The plot 8.2.1 is generated for two classes of data where class 1 contains higher
priority data like audio or video and class two contains data of lesser priority. The
new LLQ method can also be tested for more than two classes. It is observed for a
congested traffic LLQ responds with an exponential decay over the buffer size. The
more the buffer is allocated the less the loss. However, it is easily seen from the plot
the new queueing makes a significant progress of making losing less information even
with 16 sources in class1 and 20 in class 2.
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Table:2. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2Mean
Mean Waiting
TimeLLQ(Sim-1)”

C

i

N

p

a

φ

b

1

16

6

0.5

0.5

0.5

2
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8

0.5

0.5
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Sim-1B

Class-2 Mean Waiting TimeLLQ(Sim-1)
0.014

0.012
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0.004
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6
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10

Figure 8.2.2: Buffer
uffer size vs Mean Waiting Time of LLQ scheduler
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The mean waiting time analysis in the above plot shows a quite fair significance of the
drastic behaviour of a linear increment of delay of packets during congestion. But the
good thing is the delay is predictable and has a linear rise without any unexpected
unexpect
fluctuation. In more extensive investigations we have found that these behaviours
behavio
of
the buffer size and mean delay functions are typical for encodings without rate
control.
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Table:3. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2 Overflow
ProbabilityLLQ(Sim-1)””

C

i

N

p

a

φ

b
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Figure 8.2..3: Buffer size vs Overflow of LLQ scheduler
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The overflow probability over buffer size plotted in above figure gives a better picture
of the underlying decay of the overflow function. We observe that this function
decays relatively slowly. For a buffer size of 10, which correspond to approximately
40 seconds, the overflow is approximately 12.. This indicates fairly significant
correlations over relatively long time periods and comparatively more buffer
allocation, which are mainly due to the correlations in the content of the video (e.g.,
scenes of persistent
tent high motion or a high level of detail).
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8.3 Case study for Experiment
xperiment 2
8.3.1 Investigation for variable buffer size
Table:4. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2 Loss(Sim
Sim-1)”
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Figure 8.3.1.1:: Buffer size vs Loss of different packet schedulers
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Table:5. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2Mean
Mean Waiting
Time(Sim-1)”
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Figure 8.3.1.2: Buffer
uffer size vs Waiting Time of different packet schedulers
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Table:6. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2 Overflow
Probability(Sim-1)”
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Figure 8.3.1.3: Buffer
uffer size vs Overflow of different packet schedulers
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At the state of congestion, the performance of all the queueing models has been
tested. First the loss probability analysis is shown in Figure: 8.3.1.11. The new low
latency queueing method seems pretty impressive over the FIFO and the Strict
Priority queueing. It has a much better rate of decay. The data from different
differen classes
are very efficiently handled. GPS queueing performs the same as it does. Random
data suggests that in general scenario most of the traffic of 16-20
16 20 input sources can be
easily handled by 10 buffer sizes. Despite almost identical utilization levels,
level
significant difference in performance of delay is observed. In the cases of LLQ and
GPS, higher mean delay and delay variance is observed where SP remains
comparatively lower than these two. FIFO maintains the fastest buffering of all. Video
telephony delay
elay performance can be further characterized in the form of packet loss
due to transmission delays. This gives some idea of the visible image degradation
which occurs at receiving stations. The overflow probability measurement shows
something interesting. For the first buffer allocation all the queueing algorithms
makes a static drop of overflow packets. FIFO starts with a high overflow of 30 but
drops down to 22 where LLQ, SP and GPS goes down till 18. Except FIFO all three
queueing model behave similar for this test.
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8.3.2 Investigation for variable link capacity
Table:7. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2 Loss(Sim
Sim-2)”
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Figure 8.3.2.1: Link Capacity vs Loss of different packet schedulers
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Table:8. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2 Mean Waiting
Time(Sim-2)”
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Figure 8.3.2.2: Link Capacity vs Waiting Time of different packet schedulers
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Table:9. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2 Overflow
Probability(Sim-2)”
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Figure 8.3.2.3: Link Capacity vs Overflow of different packet schedulers
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The scheme was tested by simulation using varying link capacity on the data traffic
load. While more packets are aborted, the mean video telephony packet loss is
reduced to 88 which is still higher. The resulting packet loss statistics are shown in
Figure:.. It is seen that a linear decay is followed by every queueing model and the loss
probability decreases with the increment of link capacity over time. However, GPS
and LLQ perform worse than SP and FIFO when it comes to the mean delay of packet
data. It is observed that both class based queueing GPs and LLQ starts with a high
mean delay and decreases linearly over time with the increment of link capacity where
SP and FIFO stay low and start around 2 and the rate drops faster to 0.5 quickly. The
result observed
ved from the overflow probability is both strange and pessimistic. With
the limited link capacity, a high congestion occurs. The queueing models don’t
produce a good result under link capacity 10. After that the performance improves
dramatically. Priority queueing produces comparatively better result by dropping
quickly where GPS and LLQ do not change until link capacity moves upto 14. FIFO
does not work till link capacity 14.
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8.3.3 Investigation for various number of sources
Table:10. Simulation Specification for the graph
g
"Class - 2 Mean Waiting
Time(Sim-2)”
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Figure 8.3.3.1: Number of Source vs Waiting Time of different packet schedulers
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Table:11. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2 Overflow
Probability(Sim-3)”
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Figure 8.3.3.2: Number of Source vs Overflow of different packet schedulers
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Table:12. Simulation Specification for the graph “Class“Class 2 Loss(Sim
Sim-3)”
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Figure 8.3.3.3: Number of Source vs Loss of different packet schedulers
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The total numbers of sources for both classes need to be changed.. It will be changed
from 1-8.
8. The loss probability curve reflects the characteristics of the queueing
models. Both GPS and FIFO behave similarly. They have a linear grow of losses over
the number of sources. SP and LLQ handles till 5 sources very easily but
b they also
grow linear as number of sources increased. However, both LLQ and GPS perform no
better than SP and FIFO for mean packet delay. On the other hand, FIFO performs a
lot worse than the rest for overflow of packets.

8.4 Discussion
A simulationn analysis of the LLQ system has been conducted and observed, among
other things, that the Non Pre-emptive
Pre emptive Priority Queueing NPPQ model plays a very
important role in the modeling of the LLQ system
syste
TABLE I
LLQ SIMULATION OBSERVATIONS
PQ traffic performance is invariant under the random and Golestani [34
34] CBWFQ rules
PQ traffic analytics are given by NPPQ model
Random CBWFQ is an upper bound on Golestani CBWFQ
Random CBWFQ average buffer latencies equal standard M/G/1 results
CBWFQ module cannot be decoupled from PQ module
CBWFQ performance at boundaries, monotonic behavior, and points of equality

Table I is a summary of the observations drawn from that analysis. The second
observation states
tates that the NPPQ model plays a very important role in developing
analytic models for the LLQ system. First, the NPPQ model can be used to give the
expected buffer delay for the PQ traffic and it does not matter what rule under which
the CBWFQ module is operating. At the boundaries of the CBWFQ
FQ (weights equal to
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0 or 1), the LLQ system behaves as an NPPQ system.

The buffer delays are given in ms and for both cases, the approximation is very good.
Earlier (in Table I) a result is presented that stated the load weighted average of the
class waiting times equals the waiting time of an arbitrary customer in a non-priority
M/G/1 system. This result is called Kleinrock’s Law of Conservation [32].
[
Both the
simulation and approximate models validate this law.

A very interesting observation is when a class weight is zero, its buffer expected delay
is given by the LLQ
Q model with that class being the lowest priority. For the two class
example, when one of the CBWFQ weights is zero, then the LLQ
Q model can be used
to generate buffer delays for all classes.

9. Conclusion and future work
This paper introduces a new scheduling algorithm (LLQ) to provide bandwidth
guarantee service efficiently. In addition to ensuring bandwidth guarantee services,
LLQ does not introduce much delay jitter effects for packets. Since LLQ always
serves the queue with the highest priority, it provides preemption mechanism for
packets. However, the service sequence of each queue is constant or is depending on
the improper virtual clock in most well known scheduling algorithms (FIFO, SP and
GPS). LLQ only tries to keep
keep the queue for the flow, which does not use more
bandwidth than the reserved bandwidth. This makes the implementation of LLQ much
easier and the scalability of it is better than other scheme. The continuous work of
LLQ is to design a better way to determine
determine the priority of each session. It determines
the priority of each session based on the corresponding transmission rate and
estimates the transmission rate of a session in a time interval. When the time interval
is too small, the estimation will become very unstable and no meaning for LLQ. The
continuous efforts will address the issue.
It is shown in this work that performance of the PQ traffic in the LLQ is given by
Equation (2). The
he dynamic changing is approximated of the CBWFQ discipline with
one that is static and CBWFQ packets are distributed to priority classes 1* and 2*
upon arrival. Itt is seen that the
he approximation is quite good and certainly noteworthy
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because of the simplicity of the analytics associated with the approximation. The
approximation is based on several assumptions (Poisson arrivals, infinite buffers, and
total load less than one), and results are given only for packet buffer latencies. In
order to expand the results to finite buffers, loads taken greater than one, other packet
arrival processes, as well as generating results for packet loss. It is shown here that the
LLQ model plays a very important role in modeling of the emergency priority class
based IPTV queueing discipline.
In future, additional work in several areas
area is planned to conduct.. researching more
appropriate statistical distributions for modeling video traffic, using actual packet
trace data from video equipment has begun. The simulation model will then be
enhanced to utilize the selected video distributions.
distributions. In addition, several approaches are
being investigated to analytic approximations of CBWFQ, one of which is a Markov
Chain approach. Proposed custom simulators are being used to calibrate the analytic
results with greater speed and flexibility than the commercial CBWFQ models, and,
thus provide needed capabilities for future work.
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Appendix
LLQ Data Flow Diagram
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